
We had an electronic summer session, with a large number of 
classes zooming – the grid looked like a very beautiful 
Mondrian, thanks to Rachel Gorgol, who had classes color-
coded by level so we all knew what we were supposed to 
teach when!  
 

During the first half of the summer, we were funded by the 
PPP loan we were fortunate enough to get; this allowed us to 
have summer contracted employees work on projects at the 
school as they were not needed in classrooms. We organized 
costumes (thank you Isabella Ginter and her sister Laila and 
Lucy Wright!) from the March matinee and tackled some long term garage and mezzanine 
projects we normally don’t have time to do. ARTS preschool staff members were able to 
organize materials in the cabinets and repaint some of the rolling carts downstairs. We were 
finally able to get the janitorial and building maintenance supplies cleaned up under the back 
stairs, and organize stored supplies under the front stairs. Laini Gorgol worked to organize the 
media library in the mezzanine and Barb Sader (Laini's grandmother!) volunteered to update 
invoice cards.  
 

After we finished the Summer Session, JP Tenuta and Stephanie Clemens taught some mini-
sessions to see how we might safely proceed with in-person classes for fall. The dancers were 
wonderful and we learned how to simultaneously zoom and teach in-person!  
In preparation for the fall, we pulled up old tape and put down taped grids for social distancing!  
 
Thank you Alex and Maya Dysico and Drew Lewis for the tedious job of scraping the floors clean 
and then putting down the new tape. Gina and Gino Sigismondi helped to work on the floor 
taping in Studio II. Gina's sidewalk art appeared like magic on some birthday students' 
sidewalks this summer. 
 

Many, many thanks to the families that responded to our SOS for monitors for the studios; we 
had four monitors donated – from the James Botana family, the McDonnell family, the McGavock 
family and the Berg/Faulkner family! We are so very grateful – being able to wall-mount these 
larger monitors will give every studio in the school monitors that fit into the smaller spaces. We 
have rolling carts in the other areas. These monitors allow us to simultaneously zoom our 
classes this fall. Since we cannot allow parents in the building for observations, this will give 
them a window on our world to reassure them that we are all working safely!  
 

Mike Dutka has been working here, installing desk shields, cleaning out storage, rebuilding 
shelves, and generally doing all the things that go into getting the school ready for opening.  
 
With many thanks to our dancers, our teachers and our staff for making it possible for the 
Academy to continue its legacy of education children in the arts – may we all keep making art, 
music and dancing throughout the fall!!  


